WELCOME TO THE ZWITTY ULTRA GUIDE TO RUNNING THE STYR LABS BADWATER 135 ULTRAMARATHON AS FAST AS YOU POSSIBLY CAN!!!
The zwitty.ULTRA guide to running the Badwater 135 Ultramarathon as FAST as possible (OVERVIEW MAP)

SECTION 1: BADWATER BASIN TO FURNACE CREEK (17.4 MILES): THE ENTIRE SECTION IS RUNNABLE; RUN AS COMFORTABLY AS POSSIBLE THROUGHOUT

SECTION 2: FC TO STOVEPIPE WELLS (MILES 17.5 TO 42.1) RUN AS MUCH OF THIS SECTION AS POSSIBLE AS WELL. THERE IS A NICE UPHILL AT ABOUT THE 30-MI MARK THAT YOU SHOULD WALK. AT MILE 34, THE ROAD VEERS LEFT AND YOU HAVE A NICE SUSTAINED DOWNHILL FOR OVER A MILE. THEN IT'S JUST A 10K TO STOVEPIPE WELLS (AKA, "THE PIPE")

SECTION 3: SPW TO TOWNE PASS (42.1-58.7): RUN AS MUCH AS YOU CAN (PROBABLY 2-3 MIN SLOWER THAN YOU'VE BEEN RUNNING PREVIOUSLY), FROM SPW TO MILE 50/THE 2000FT SIGN (8 MILES). AFTER THAT, POWER HIKE ALL THE WAY TO THE TOP (THE FINAL 8 MILES)

SECTION 4: TOWNE PASS TO PANAMINT LAKE BED (MILES 58.8-68): LET YOUR LEGS "RELEASE" AND ALLOW GRAVITY TO FLY YOU DOWN THE MOUNTAIN FOR NINE MILES

SECTION 5: UP TO FATHER CROWLEY (58.9-80.2): HOTTEST PART OF THE RACE; RUN TO PANAMINT SPRINGS (MILE 72), AND THEN HIKE UP THE NEXT 8 MILES TO FATHER CROWLEY (THOSE 8 MILES ARE THE TOUGHEST ON THE COURSE)

SECTION 6: FATHER CROWLEY TO DARWIN (80.3-90): USE THESE 9.7 MILES TO RECOVER FROM THE CLIMB UP TO FC. WALK/RUN AS YOUR BODY ALLOWS...

SECTION 7: DARWIN TO LONE PINE (MILE 90.1-122.3): THIS APPROXIMATELY 50K STRETCH IS THE CRUCIAL SECTION OF THE RACE, AND THE RACE IS ALWAYS WON OR LOST HERE. THE FIRST 10 MILES (TO MILE 100) ARE VERY FAST, AND YOU NEED TO HAVE YOUR LEGS UNDER YOU BY THE TIME YOU REACH DARWIN. THE NEXT 22 MILES INTO LONE PINE ARE BASICALLY FLAT. IF YOU CAN RUN THIS ENTIRE SECTION IN 5 HOURS, YOU WIN THE RACE. IF YOU CAN RUN IT IN AROUND 6 HOURS, YOU WILL FINISH IN THE TOP-10 (AND PROBABLY THE TOP 5)

SECTION 8: LONE PINE TO FINISH (122.4-134.2): THIS SECTION IS 11.8 MILES. THE FIRST 7 MILES ARE RUNNABLE; HIKE THE FINAL 5 MILES

MILE 100
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SECTION 1: START LINE TO FURNACE CREEK

This first section is where you need to get into a good “groove,” run as comfortably as possible, and run your race and stick to your game plan. Some pointers to consider:

• DON’T WORRY ABOUT YOUR WATCH: Judge your pace based upon effort level, not what your Garmin says. Your pace will fluctuate a lot, as there are several rolling hills on Badwater Road. Just maintain a nice comfortable pace.

• RELAX: After all this planning/anticipation, you are actually running Badwater... it’s real. So enjoy it. It should be a clear sky with hardly any wind, and a full moon lighting the way for you. Have fun out there!

• MUSHROOM ROCK: See if you can spot Mushroom Rock (Mile 13); if so, pick up speed for a few feet. As Ferg Hawke would say, “That’s what you call a ‘surge’” 😊

• MILES 16-17.4: Before turning left onto HWY 190, you will climb a hill for about a half mile. Then it’s all downhill into Furnace Creek!
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SECTION 2: FURNACE CREEK TO STOVEPIPE WELLS

Okay, now that you’re almost 20 miles into this race, the novelty is wearing off, and you’re undoubtedly starting to “feel it” (remember, even though it’s night, it is still likely about 90 degrees outside). So stay positive, and remember the following:

• **Break it up into mini-sections:** This is a 25-mile stretch, which is far too long to think of as one single section. I think of it as 4 sections: (1) until the marathon mark; (2) until the big hill at mile 30; (3) until the “bend to the left” at mile 34.5, and (4) the final 10K into “the pipe.”

• **Walk the uphills on this section:** The race is 135 miles long. If your name is Pete Kostelnick, Harvey Lewis, Oswaldo Lopez, or Nikki Wind (the four people who beat me last year), you don’t need my advice. But for most others, you will not be running the entire 135 miles. So why wear yourself out running 12-13 min/mi up steep hills when you can walk at 14-15 min/mi?

• **Enjoy the camaraderie:** Miles 30-42 are where the race converges on itself, and all the waves tend to meet before getting spread out. Say “hi” and wish everyone else good luck!!
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SECTION 3: STOVEPIPE WELLS TO TOWNE PASS

The sun is likely rising behind you, and now is the time for the longest hike of the race . . . the 16.7-mile climb (about 5000 ft up) to Towne Pass!!

• SPW (0 ft) to Mile 50 (2000 ft sign): the first half of the climb (mileage-wise) is very runnable in most parts. Take advantage of the low grade of elevation and run when you have the energy. Also, the road is a bit of a mind “duck,” and at certain points, it will look like you are running downhill. I promise you that is not the case! (all you need to do is turn around after a half-mile or so to see just how much you are climbing…)

• Mile 50 to Towne Pass (2000 ft to 4956 ft): this is where so many top Badwater runners make a big mistake. This 8-mile section should be mostly hiked, not run. You can’t run it very fast (12-13 min/mi, at most), and all you will do is tire your legs out for the very runnable section that comes after you reach the top. You only lose a few minutes by hiking this section, and you’ll more than make up for it on the way down…
SECTION 4: TOWNE PASS TO PANAMINT LAKE BED

YOU NEED TO HAVE YOUR LEGS UNDER YOU FOR THIS SECTION, SO HOPEFULLY YOU HAVE HEeded MY ADVICE AND ARRIVE AT TOWNE PASS REFRESHED, AND NOT WORN OUT, FOR THIS 9-MILE ROCKET LAUNCH DOWN THE MOUNTAIN:

• **FIRST 5 MILES:** THE FIRST FIVE MILES OF THE DESCENT ARE AT ABOUT A 9% GRADE (MEANING THAT IT’S ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO WALK, THE GRADE IS SO SEVERE). BEST ADVICE: JUST “RELEASE” YOUR LEGS AND LET GRAVITY DO THE WORK FOR YOU . . . DON’T FIGHT THE GRADE AND SLOW YOURSELF DOWN. ALL YOU WILL DO IS TEAR INTO YOUR QUAD MUSCLES.
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SECTION 5: UP TO FATHER CROWLEY

GET THOSE ARM SLEEVES AND ICE BANDANAS READY . . . THIS IS BY FAR THE HOTTEST AND HARDEST SECTION ON THE COURSE...

• CROSSING THE LAKE BED: THE TEMPS WILL LIKELY BE IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD OF 115 DEGREES FOR YOUR 4-MILE CROSSING OF THE PANAMINT LAKE BED, INTO PANAMINT SPRINGS (MILE 72). REMEMBER, YOU SIGNED UP FOR THIS VOLUNTARILY!!!

• THE 8-MILE CLimb TO FATHER CROWLEY (MILE 72-80): THIS 2000 FT CLimb IS THE HARDEST SECTION ON THE COURSE NOW. UNLESS YOU ARE TRYING TO SET THE COURSE RECORD, PLEASE WALK THIS ENTIRE SECTION. THERE IS NO POINT IN RUNNING ANY OF IT. IT WILL BE ABSURDLY-HOT, AND ALL YOU ACCOMPLISH BY RUNNING IS THAT YOU WILL WEAR YOURSELF OUT FOR THE VERY RUNNABLE SECTIONS THAT FOLLOW ONCE YOU GET TO FATHER CROWLEY…
OKAY, YOU’VE REACHED FATHER CROWLEY (4000 FT, MILE 80), BUT YOUR CLimb IS NOT OVER. YOU STILL HAVE 1000 MORE FEET, THOUGH SPREAD OUT OVER THE NEXT 10 MILES:

- **RECOVER, RECOVER, RECOVER:** YES, A LOT OF THESE 10 MILES BETWEEN FATHER CROWLEY AND DARWIN ARE RUNNABLE (EITHER FLAT OR LOW-GRADE). BUT THERE ARE STILL SIGNIFICANT HILLS IN THIS SECTION, AND YOUR OVERRIDING GOAL IN THIS SECTION SHOULD BE TO BE AS FRESH AND “READY TO ROLL” AS POSSIBLE WHEN YOU REACH DARWIN (MILE 90.1)
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**SECTION 7: DARWIN TO LONE PINE:**

This 50k section features 2000ft of cumulative descent, half of it in the first 10 miles (to mile 100). If you want to be competitive in the race, you need to run the vast majority of the way from Darwin to Lone Pine. It is that simple... the race is decided almost every year on this stretch.

- **Whatever your speed from miles 91-100, aim for 1-2 min/mi slower for miles 101-122 into Lone Pine:** As I stated on the “overview” section, the race winner always runs this 32-mile stretch in about 5 hours. That equates to about 9 min/mi for the first 10 miles (90 min), and then about 10 min/mi for the next 22 miles (3:30, for a total of 5 hours). If you can run under 6 hours, that usually will secure a top-5 finish, and 6:30 should get you a top-10 finish.

- **Don’t look up at the Sierras too much:** This section can mess with your mind, because you can see Mt. Whitney for almost the entire section, but it never seems to be getting any closer. Instead, just focus on intermediate goals (mile 100, Keeler, Cerro Gordo Road, Dolomite Loop, HWY 395, etc etc, all the way into Lone Pine...)

---
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SECTION 8: LONE PINE TO THE FINISH LINE:

OKAY, YOU’VE ARRIVED AT THE DOW VILLA IN LONE PINE. ALL THAT REMAINS BETWEEN YOU AND GLORY IS ONE LEFT TURN ON THE WHITNEY PORTAL RD. AND 11.8 MILES ... STRAIGHT UP (OVER THE COURSE OF THOSE APPROXIMATELY 12 MILES, YOU WILL ASCEND ABOUT 5600 FEET):

• FIRST 7 MILES: THE PORTAL RD. IS 8.5 MILES LONG UNTIL THE FINAL CHECKPOINT AT THE BEGINNING OF THE “Z” SWITCHBACKS (MILE 130.8). THE FIRST SEVEN MILES ARE ACTUALLY QUITE RUNNABLE (ASSUMING YOU HAVE ANY GAS LEFT IN THE TANK)

• FINAL 5 MILES: THE GRADE GOES FROM “THIS SUCKS” TO “THIS REALLY SUCKS” ONCE YOU GET PASSED THE FIRST 7 MILES. IF YOU CAN AVERAGE 16 OR SO MIN/MI ON THE LAST 5 MILES, BELIEVE ME, YOU ARE WAY AHEAD OF THE CURVE...

• FIND YOUR MOTIVATION: RUNNERS TEND TO DRAG UP THIS MOUNTAIN, AS THE FIELD IS OFTEN VERY SPREAD OUT, AND PEOPLE DON’T OFTEN PASS EACH OTHER ON THE FINAL 12-MILE CLIMB. TO AVOID “DEATH-MARCHING” IT UP THE MOUNTAIN, FIND YOUR MOTIVATION (TIME GOAL, CATCH SOMEONE, WHATEVER) TO GIVE IT YOUR ABSOLUTE ALL UNTIL THE FINISH LINE!!)
GOOD LUCK TO **EVERYONE** RUNNING THIS YEAR, AND I CANNOT WAIT TO SEE YOU ALL “OUT THERE” VERY SOON!!

- DAVE